Books

**Children with Disabilities**

*Instructional Practices for Students with Behavioral Disorders*

Strategies for Reading, Writing, and Math
by J. Ron Nelson, Gregory J. Benner, Paul Mooney

*Sonny Finds a Blessing*
Winnie Woo

*Special Children Challenged Parent*
The struggles and rewards of raising a child with a disability
by Robert A. Naseef

*Special Siblings*
Growing up with someone with a disability
by Mary McHugh

*Understanding Families*
Approaches to diversity, disability, and risk
by Marci J. Hanson and Eleanor W. Lynch

**Infants and Toddlers**

*A Good Night’s Sleep*
An expert guides you to restful nights with your newborn, infant, or toddler
by Lawrence E. Shapiro

*Baby Games*
The Joyful guide to child’s play from birth to three years
by Elaine Martin

*Baby Minds*
Brain-building games your baby will love birth to age three
by Linda Acredolo

*Baby Signs*
How to talk with your baby before your baby can talk
By Linda Acredolo and Susan Goodwyn
Baby’s First Skills
Help your baby learn through creative play
by Miriam Stoppard

Discipline The Brazelton Way
by Joshua D. Sparrow

Enhancing Early Emotional Development
Guiding Parents of Young Children
By Jean Wixson Gowen and Judith Brennan Nebrig

Games Babies Play
From Birth to Twelve Months
by Vicki Lansky

Games to Play with Babies
by Jackie Silberg

Games to Play with Toddlers
by Jackie Silberg

Gentle Baby Care
Answers to concerns about sleep, feeding, teething, independent play, handling unwanted advice, and much more
by Elizabeth Pantley

Going to the Potty
by Fred Rogers

Mommy I have to go Potty!
A parent’s guide to toilet training
by Jan Faull

Mother and Child
The book on your child’s first year
by Baby’s First Book Club

Name that Baby Girl/Baby Boy
by Joan Verniero

Perfect Parenting
The dictionary of 1,000 parenting tips
by Elizabeth Pantley

Read It! Play It!
With babies and toddlers building literacy through reading and play
by Joanne Oppenheim and Stephanie Oppenheim
Right From Birth
Building your child’s foundation for life
by Craig T. Ramey and Sharon L. Ramey

Sleep
A practical guide for parents
by Katy Holland

The First Twelve Months of Life
Your baby’s growth month by month
by Frank Caplan

The Girlfriends’ Guide to Surviving the First Year of Motherhood
Wise and witty advice on everything from coping with postpartum mood swings to salvaging your sex life to
by Vicki Lovine

The no-cry sleep solution
Gentle ways to help your baby sleep through the night
by Elizabeth Pantley

The Nursing Mother’s Companion
by Kathleen Huggins

The Pregnancy Book
Month-by-month, everything you need to know from America’s baby experts
by William Sears and Martha Sears

The Tao of Babies
by Claire Nielson

Toddler Taming
A survival guide for parents
by Dr. Christopher Green

Understanding Children
The guidebook for children 0 to 3
by Richard Saul Wurman

What is my baby thinking?
Understanding babies and toddlers from 0-3 years
by Dr. Richard Woolfson
What to Eat When You’re Expecting
Everything you need to know to nourish both yourself and your baby-to-be
by Heidi Murkoff, Arlene Eisenberg and Sandee Hathaway

What to Expect the First Year
The comprehensive month-by-month guide that clearly explains everything parents need to know about the first
by Heidi Murkoff, Arlene Eisenberg and Sandee Hathaway

What to Expect the Toddler Years
The comprehensive and reassuring guide that explains everything parents need to know about the second and third
by Heidi Murkoff, Arlene Eisenberg and Sandee Hathaway

What to Expect When You’re Expecting
The pregnancy guide that reassuringly answers the concerns of mothers-and fathers-to-be, from the planning stage
by Heidi Murkoff, Arlene Eisenberg and Sandee Hathaway

When To Call The Doctor
An expert helps you to know when your child needs medical attention
by Albert Tzeel

Your Baby’s First Year
by Jeanne Warren Lindsay

Your Pregnancy and Newborn Journey
A guide for pregnant teens
by Jeanne Warren Lindsay and Jean Brunelli

Your Pregnancy Week by Week
by Dr. Glade B. Curtis and Judith Schuler

Miscellaneous Parent Resources

A Celebration of Young Poets
by Creative Communication

Step by Step-Parenting
A guide to successful living with a blended family
by James D. Eckler

Talking Dirty with the Queen of Clean
Hundreds of fast ingenious tips
by Linda Cobb

School Age Children

101 Ways to Be a Special Dad
by Vicki Lansky
Baby and Child Health
   The essential guide from birth to 11 years
   by Jennifer Shu

Discipline For Life
   Getting it right with children
   by Madelyn Swiff

How to Behave So Your Children Will, Too!
   By Sal Severe

In School and in Life- The Best Gift You Can Give Your Child Mega Skills
   confidence, motivation, effort, responsibility, initiative, perseverance, caring, teamwork, common sense, problem
   by Dorothy Rich

Raising A Family
   Living on planet parenthood
   by Jeanne Elilem Don Elilum

Taking Care of Your Child
   A parent’s guide to medical care
   by Robert H. Pantell, James F. Fries, and Donald M. Vickery

Teaching Your Children Responsibility
   by Linda and Richard Eyre

The 7 Worst Things (good) Parents Do
   by John C. Friel and Linda D. Friel

The Challenge of 3 Generation Living
   School-Age Parents
   by Jeanne Warren Lindsay

The Home Visitor’s Guidebook
   Promoting optimal parent and child development
   by Carol S. Klass

Young Children
   Journal of the National Association for the Education of Young Children

Teen Parenting

Books, Babies and School-Age Parents
   How to teach pregnant and parenting teens to succeed
   by Jeanne Warren Lindsay and Sharon Githens Enright
Detour For Emmy
True-to-Life Series from Hamilton High
by Marilyn Reynolds

Discipline From Birth to Three
How teen parents can prevent and deal with discipline problems with babies and toddlers
by Jeanne Warren Lindsay and Sally McCullough

Teen Dads
Rights, responsibilities, and joys
by Jeanne Warren Lindsay

Teen Moms: The Pain and The Promise
by Evelyn Lerman

Too Soon For Jeff
by Marilyn Reynolds

Videos

Baby Massage: A Video for Loving Parents

Begin with Love: The First Three Months: Connecting with Your Child

Children Learning Language: How Adults Can Help

Food for Thought: When you read to infants and toddlers, you affect the physical development of their still-forming


I Am Your Child- Discipline: Teaching Limits With Love
  Dr. T. Berry Brazelton

I Am Your Child- Ready to Learn
  Jamie Lee Curtis & LeVar Burton

I Am Your Child: Quality Child Care: Making the Right Choice for You & Your Child

IEP Resources: Autism Spectrum Disorders

It Feels Good to Help your Baby Learn! Start Early: Learning Begins at Birth

Mister Roger’s Neighborhood- What Do You Do with the Mad That You Feel?

Mister Roger’s Neighborhood-Caring for the Environment

Mister Roger’s Neighborhood-Going to the Doctor
Mister Roger’s Neighborhood-Hellos and Good-byes

Mister Roger’s Neighborhood-When Dinosaurs Seem Real

Mister Roger’s Neighborhood-When Friends Fight

Parenting Today - Small Steps, Giant Leaps: 12 Months to 3 Years

Parenting Today - Steps & Starts - The Middle Childhood Years: 6 Through 10

Parenting Today- Baby Steps The First 12 Months

Reading Rockets Launching Young Readers: Program 6 - Empowering Parents

Shaking Hitting Spanking What to do Instead

   Injoy Productions

Successfully Parenting your Baby with Special Needs: Early Intervention for ages Birth to Three

The Happiest Baby on the Block: The New Way to Calm Crying and Help Your Baby Sleep Longer

The Happiest Toddler on the Block: The New Way to Stop Tantrums and Raise A Happy, Secure Child

Time Together- Learning to Play with Young Children

   Educational Productions INC

Touch Points-The Definitive Video Series on Parenting: One Year through Toddlerhood

   Touch Points-The Definitive Video Series on Parenting: Volume 1 - Pregnancy, Birth and the First Weeks of Life

   Touch Points-The Definitive Video Series on Parenting: Volume 2 - The First Month through The First Year

Yelling Threatening & Putting Down What to do Instead

   Injoy Productions